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The Hungarian nation has recalled with affectionate 
reverence the fact that on New Year’s Day, 120 
years ago, —  during an unusually bitter-cold night, 

while travelling by cart from one village to another —  the 
wife of a poor butcher gave birth to that marvellous genius 
whose death was as mystical as his birth had been. This 
child was Alexander Petofi, most aptly characterized perhaps 
in the words of the great French poet, Francois Coppee, 
who declared —  an opinion not inspired by the natural 
prepossession of Petofi's own people, but by the objective 
appreciation of a fellow-poet: —  “ Petofi ranks among the 
ten greatest poets in the world”. And it would indeed 
be difficult to determine which of the ten immortals may 
claim to rank first and which must rank tenth; for they 
are all peers —  all of equal rank. There can be no doubt, 
however, that among the greatest poets in the world not 
one has voiced a love of liberty and independence, a yearn
ing tor the advancement of the lower classes of his country
men and a fanatical devotion to his race, in more fervent 
strains of lyrical enthusiasm than the wonderful Hungarian 
poet who was ready to die for the ideas he professed and 
died on the field of battle fighting in defence of the liberty 
of his nation in that struggle for independence (in 1848— 49) 
in which the Hungarian National Defence soldiers humiliated 
one of the greatest Powers in the world —  the Austrian 
Empire —  so utterly that that Empire was compelled to 
plead for the aid of another Great Power (Russia) to 
overthrow the small but heroic Hungarian people.

Alexander Petofi was born in the Great Hungarian 
Lowlands and met his death in that part of Transylvania 
which today is not under Hungarian rule, —  thus bridging
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over the distance separating the mother country and the 
“lesser homeland". He was a son of the people, and amid 
the roar of cannon and the clash of steel was buried in a 
common grave with his Hungarian brethren, —  as in one 
of his poems he had desired and foreseen. But the vista of 
time has not dimmed the brightness of his figure; and he 
is still the most living and the youngest of Hungarian poets.

His genius broke through the narrow limits prescribed 
by his mother tongue, forcing its way over frontiers of 
countries and continents; today he is being read in twenty 
different languages, and foreign countries have accorded him 
a place among the small number of the titans of world 
literature. Bronze statues have been raised to his memory, 
streets and public squares, parks and a literary society 
have been named after him; and his statue stands in Buffalo, 
in the United States of North America. He was only 
twenty-six when he died; but he has risen to the stratosphere 
of world-fame. W e  Hungarians, when we mourn his prema
ture loss, wonder to what heights he might have risen, had 
he attained the age of a literary patriarch, —  if he had not 
been pierced to the death, in the battle of Segesvdr, by a 
Cossack lance.

Not his poetic genius alone, —  other spiritual forces 
too helped to spread the all-conquering spell of his name 
over the whole world. His life was a poet's dream come 
true. The young hero who sword and lyre in hand served 
the cause of liberty and in the flower of his youth was 
swept into the dark mouth of Hades, in his career shows 
a moving resemblance to the tragic fate of the young heroes 
of ancient poetry, —  of Adonis and Achilles and Siegfried, 
who would seem to symbolize the nostalgia of mankind for 
eternal youth and a  never-fading spring. Petofi's fate has 
touched the deepest and most sensitive chords of the folk- 
soul; and that is why his inspiring force still lives and 
radiates its influence.

Petofi was a man of moderation and of the strictest 
probity, —  a man of a proud, strong and pure character 
who took himself and his fellow-men seriously. The revolu
tionary restlessness of his age swept him too off his feet; 
but he held himself far aloof from its Bohemian superficiality
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and shallowness. He showed a touching tenderness in his 
love of and provision for his parents; he repeatedly wrote 
of them in his poetry, speaking of his “old folks” with 
the same cordial affection as Bum s of his father: while he 
wove round the brow of his wife a starry diadem composed 
of the most beautiful love-poems in world-literature. Hun
garian literature he enriched with the gift of a peerless 
collection of songs in celebration of married love. The 
simplicity and grandeur of his personality is revealed by 
his relations with his fellow-poets. He greeted John Arany’s 
great epic, “T oldi", with estatic delight; Maurice Jokai, 
the novelist, he regarded as his brother; —  while for Michael 
Tompa, a poet much younger than himself, he showed a 
loving appreciation.

His incredibly sensitive soul —  a characteristically 
lyrical soul —  echoed the currents of thought of his age as 
sea-shells echo the murmur of the waves. In his soul love 
of his country and a yearning for liberty blared and 
thundered. His patriotism was no mere rhetorical theme; 
nor was his art a game being played about his own person: 
both were life in deadly earnest. He loved his nation; and 
to him that meant feeling responsible for everything happen
ing in the country. He was one of those March youths who 
in a spirit of revolution started the Hungarian movement for 
liberty; and the poem written by him at the time became 
the battle-song of that movement. Petofi in himself always 
identified poet and man. He was ready to answer for 
every word he had ever written either in verse or in prose;

and he always answered as a man of honour answers 
for his word.
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